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The 1989 Pilots Strike

Speaker: Nev Hunter, involved in the dispute
A pilot who has written an account of the dispute saw it like this:

"The dispute witnessed the extraordinary formation of a coalition involving the chief executive of
Ansett Airlines, Sir Peter Abeles, his friend the Prime Minister Mr Hawke and to a lesser extent,

senior people associated with the Hawke Government, the ACTU, the IRC and airline management
from both the major domestic airlines. This coalition was aligned against the pilots."

The dispute, which has never been resolved, severely affected the Australian economy.
The meeting will involve questions and discussions.
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A Memorial Monument
TO HONOUR Australians who

FOUGHT FOR THE GOVERNMENT IN
THE Spanish Civil War
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Dr Antonio Nunez in front of the Memorial

In Canberra, on Saturday
11 December 1993, the rem

nants of the supporters of the
Spanish cause made their
finest gesture. They dedicated
a memorial to the people who
went to Spain to help the Span
ish Government in the years
1936-1939. The memorial is In

the capital city of Australia,
Canberra, on the shores of

Lotus Bay, Lake Burley Griffin.
Spain's Ambassador to

Australia, Dr Antonio Nunez,

praised the generosity and
efforts of the International

Brigade. It was a recognition of
the Australian men and women

who were among 40,000 volun
teers who risked their lives

between 1936 and 1939. "You

know nothing material...nothing
of your own interests was
involved in this...but you were
involved for your own cause",
Dr Nunez said. "We Spaniards
and Australians will never

forget your generosity and your
efforts". "We lost the war but

we finally won peace. We
(Spain) are a free country in a
free world."
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A spokeswoman for the
memorial committee and au

thor of the history of the civil
war Australians and the Span
ish Civil War, al$o the chair

woman of the unveiling cer
emony, Amirah Inglis, said that
the committee was composed
of people who believed that the
Republican side was fighting
against fascism.

"It recognises that 70
Australian men and women

were prepared to risk their lives
to fight against fascism," she
said. The committee raised

more than $10,000 through
donations from those who

supported the idea of a memo
rial. Financial aid came from

■the National Capital Planning
Authority which agreed to the

memorial's explanatory bronze
plaques set in stone and ac
companied by an imported
Spanish olive tree being placed
beside Lotus Bay. (Incidentally,
in Great Britain, there are more
than thirty similar memorials.)

All of the members of the
committee worked hard, and
for a long period, to see the
memorial erected. Netta Burns
who was an adviser to various
members of the Government
worked hard to get their co
operation. Len Fox was, in the
late thirties, a full-time member
of the Spanish Relief Commit
tee. Judith Keene, one speaker
at the ceremony, was practi
cally full-time specialising in
Spanish History. Dr Peter Love,
President of the Melbourne

Branch of the Labour History
Society, brought a beautiful
wreath which was placed at the
foot of the memorial.

The structure of the me
morial includes two sandstone
and red terracotta brick walls
with a circular pattern of 70
darker stones representing
each Australian involved in the
conflict. The taller of the two
walls carries the bronze
plaques, one with a relief map
of Spain showing the major
sites of the conflict in the civil
war. The other has an explana-.
tory text in Spanish and Eng
lish.

We are very proud of our
magnificent memorial.

' ,^'i

" '
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Lloyd Edmonds putting a wreath at the foot of the Memorial
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Annual Meeting of the Melbourne Branch
Australian Society for the Study of Labour History.

On Saturday 5 December
1993 the annual meeting of the
Melbourne Branch was held.

The financial statement

showed that the Branch had

$1464 in credit (as well as $4000
on long-term deposit). The
treasurer reported that $900 had
been paid in so far this year. The
expenses were the post office -
about $100 - typing $200, a total
of $300 each issue of Recorder.

Thanks to the AWU for the

use of their training room and Mr
Brian Howe and the staff at his

Northcote office for the use of his

photocopying machine.
The people elected to the

Executive for 1994 were:

Or Peter Love . Chairman

Jack Hutson Vice-chairman

Jacob Bilander Executive

Richard Curlewis Executive

James Garvey Executive
Lloyd Edmonds Secretary

James Garvey
Jim Garvey is a man of many

years. He is closer to 90 than he
is to 80. He was a member of the

Pioneers of Progress - a group of
Labour pioneers that met in the
1950s and 60s. He is the only one
remaining of the group. From
1960 onwards when the Pioneers

joined the Melbourne Branch of
the Labour History Society Jim
has been a regular attender at all
functions of the Branch.

When the Branch held a

commemorative meeting and
needed embellishments such as

flowers and afternoon tea Jim and

his wife Stella provided them. He
holds the record as an executive

member: he has been a member

of the executive for most of the

years of the Branch.
Jim. Long may you reign!

Joe Carter dies
For more than 50 years

waterside worker Joe Carter

was known around the

wharves an?! pubs of Port
Kembia as "the kid from

Spain". It was a nickname he
carried with pride although he
could not speak Spanish and
did not look Spanish.

He was just a working
man brought up in the school
of hard knocks who developed
a political and social con
sciousness and sense of

action.

In 1938 Joe Carter was

one of the Australians to

volunteer with the International

Brigade to fight against Gen
eral Franco's fascist army in
the Spanish Civil War. After a
lifetime of commitment to what

he believed in, the kid from

Spain passed away quietly in
Bulli Hospital aged 86.

Paul Mcinerney
Wollongong Mercury 5.1.94

The Scab Train

The plan to destroy the Victorian Goal Miners Association

A copy of a booklet The
Scab Train by P D Gardner
contains an exciting description
of an effort by two major produc
ers Outtrim, Howitt and British

Consolidated (OH and B) and
the Jumbunna Co to crush the

militant union, the Victorian Coal

Miners' Association (VCMA). On
7 January 1903 the management
of the OH and B issued their

employees with notices of sub
stantial reduction in wages and
contract coal hewing rates. Ten
days later the men at the two
mines ovenwhelmingly refused to
accept the reduction notice.

Then began one of the
longest and most bitterly fought

strikes in Australian history. More
than 70 weeks later, in May 1904,
the remaining strikers voted three
to one to call the strike off.

This, strike produced a re
markable coalition of two Govern

ment Departments, the Victorian
Railway and the Police Depart
ment, The Age, and certain promi
nent Melbourne businessmen

David Syme, W L Bailleau,
Theodore Fink (two directors of
the Herald), Francis B Clapp and
William McCulloch MLC for

Gippsland.
This conspiracy produced the

Scab Train. At 8.00am on 27 April
1903 (Labour Day) a special train

left Bendigo Railway station with
54 miners and labourers. This

special train proceeded to Mel
bourne at the time of the 8

Hours procession. Special stops
were made at Jolimont, Rich

mond and Bena. At Jolimont the

men were addressed by a
number of trade unionists includ

ing Mr Solly, President of the
Trades Hall, Secretary Stephen
Barber and Dr Maloney MLA.

This extraordinary incident
is dealt with by P D Gardner in
this booklet, 300 of which are
printed. It is available from
Ngurah Press Po Box 18 Ensay
3595 Ph 051 573 228.
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Dr Herbert Yere Evatt
Dr Evatt by Peter Crockett,

shows an extraordinary amount of
detail and work. The notes on

contacts consist of 65 pages of
detailed information. The fifties

and sixties, the period when Dr
Evatt was leader of the Federal

ALP, was in an illiberal time, a

factor to be considered in studying
his life. It was a period with con
servative governments in State
and Federal sphere influenced by
the Industrial Movement and by
the Vietnam War. It was a period
when there was conscription and
many people in hiding from the
police.

Dr Evatt was a hero to the

Labour Movement of the fifties.

With little support he opposed the
introduction of the Bill that would

outlaw the Communist Party of
Australia.

Dr Evatt was a gifted man.
This showed itself in his school

results. In his final year he ex
celled in conics,mathematics,
English, Latin and French. His
results earned him a scholarship
to St Andrews College at the
University of Sydney. He was
competent in many sports, de
bated well, served in committees,

and demonstrated political aware
ness in a mock election. His

outstanding secondary school
record was crowned by his selec
tion as school captain.

Probably his great attribute
was his reverence for and belief in

the Law. This was shown early in
1925 when he opposed the pro
posed deportation of two trade
union leaders, T (Tom) Walsh and
Jacob Johnson. This was an

outstanding step in the develop
ment of the freedom of the indi

vidual.

He had an early promotion to
the High Court.

Another case in 1934, R V

Carter ex parte Kisch when he
ordered the release of the radical

Egon Kisch from detention on
board the ship that brought him to
Australia. Kisch was a Czecho

slovak journalist who was brought
to Australia by the World Commit
tee of the Movement against War
and Fascism. Kisch jumped on to
the wharf in Melbourne, fracturing
a leg. He was returned to confine
ment in his cabin. The ship contin
ued on its way to Sydney where
he awaited the outcome of an

application of a writ of habeas
corpus. Evatt considered the issue
as the sole presiding judge.

It was discussed fully in the
press. At a time when interest in
political matters was low the Kisch
case aroused much concern. To

hear about the case there was a

full meeting at the Festival Hall in
Melbourne (a hall of size holding
about 3000 people).

The next important event in
Evatfs life was his resignation
from the High Court to re-enter
politics in September 1940.

He could go it alone. It was
due largely to his persistent,
persuasive efforts that the two
independents, Messrs Cole and
Wilson crossed the floor and

voted Labour into power in 1940.
That action gave Australia an
effective government that ruled for
nine years.

It enabled Dr Evatt to be

come the third President of the

UN General Assembly. That
enabled Australia to emerge in
the world view as a medium sized

power of magnitude.
He was not only a politician.

He made his name as an Austral

ian historian. He showed this in

his various historical studies such

as his study of the Tolpuddle
Martyrs, the Rum Rebellion and
the biography of W A Holman.
Even though Holman left the ALP
Evatt eulogised him as a man and
as a politician.

Dr Evatt appreciated art and
beauty. He associated artistic
innovation with political progres
sive views. In response to the
establishment of the conservative

Academy of Australian Art he
supported the Contemporary Art
Society; the first meeting of the
Sydney branch was held in
Evatfs home. He collected the

work of Australian and European
artists such as Armedeo

Modiglioni, Sydney Nolan, Sali
Hermon and Margaret Preston.

Peter Crockett's work is the

source from which most of the

above material on Dr Evatt has

been obtained. It is hoped to have
a review of his book in a later

Recorder.

In an illiberal time, when a
conservative government was
urged to reaction by 'the Move
ment" and was urged into war
against Vietnam Dr Evatt showed
his greatness as a politician and a
public figure.
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Untangling Issues In the
Clark Debate

Dr Bob James, Newcastle 1993

Manning Clark began the
teaching of Australian history at
Melbourne University in 1946.
Before that time the powers-
that-be had determined that

'we' had no history of any
consequence. Manning Clark
didn't initiate the idea but his

identification with Australian

history began then, had not
abated at the end of his life in

1991, and continues today.
That identification of the man

with the subject is the first thing
to keep in mind. The second is
that the arrival of this 'new'

history provoked an hostility
which also endures beyond his
death. Those are two simple
continuities which, for some

people, explain everything that
we might talk about under the
heading The Manning Clark
Controversy. For example, for
Michael Duffy, editor of The
Independent Monthly, Manning
Clark based his History on the
melancholy spirit and the nega
tive attitudes of Henry Lawson.

Duffy has recently written that
Ihe gloom and doom school"
seems to be winning the battle
over interpretations of Austral
ian history. And he asserts that
'the dead weight of Lawson
and all he stands for needs to

be removed from our national

consciousness.' ̂

For others, the hostility
towards Clark and his six vol-

umed History is simply another
indication of the hatred felt by
conservatives and elitists to

wards any celebration of the
common people. Polarisation of
the debate is very easy in
these circumstances - the

radical Australian nationalists

can do battle with the Mr Fats

and the toffee-nosed Tories

once again.
My reading of the Manning

Clark Controversy is more
complicated than that and, I
think, more interesting. For one
thing, though some of the anti-
Clark spokesmen label Clark
and his writing 'Left' the

spokesmen who defend Clark
and who probably identify as 'of
the Left' do not especially want
Clark on their side. Stuart

Macintyre, a Melbourne aca
demic and writer on Commu

nist topics, wrote:
Manning Clark's experi

ence and values are not mine.

I cannot share his tragic vision.
I find his eye of pity for those
on the left as well as the right
too unblinking. Yet I respect
what he has given to me and to
many others. His work will
outlive his detractors.^

Ian Turner, an historian

who, when alive was quite
happy to self-identify with the
Left', regarded Clark as a
fellow-traveller only to the
degree to which Clark's ac
count recognised the need for
innovation. As he says Clark
was concerned to undercut

assumptions underpinning both
conservative and Marxist inter

pretations of inevitability in
human affairs.

' M Duffy, Bastardry from the Bush Sept 1993 and Past Masters, Oct 1993, both in The Independent
Month Iv

2 8 Macintyre, Clark's Work Sure to Outlive Its Detractors, The Age. 28 August 1993
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I'll proceed today by listing
the numerous criticisms that

were made by Peter Ryan, the
Director of the firm which pub
lished Clark's A History of
Australia Uom 1962, and

whose attack sparked the most
recent episode in this long-
running political drama. Ryan
makes the following charges®:
1  Clark's History is thin on
facts, the more so the longer it
went.

2  The History is loose with
the facts it does have.

3  It was written to satisfy a
personal agenda, not the re
quirements of 'real' history.
4  It was poorly written.
5  Against all the odds and
Ryan's personal judgement,
the /-//story was popular, sold
well, made Clark a public figure
and gave his opinions extra
status, eg when he publicly
attacked Kerr for dismissing
Whitlam in 1975.

6  All of the above damaged
the study of Australian history.

In addition, Ryan found
professional historians
complicit in the crime as they
had not been prepared to make
public the low esteem many
said they held for the History.
Particularly guilty were those
historians 'of the Left' who

didn't attack Clark and stop all
the nonsensical burgeoning of
the Manning Clark Empire
simply because they agreed
with him.

Ryan appears especially

keen to attach Clark's person
ality to the published work.
Claiming an intimate knowl
edge based on his years of
being a one-time roistering
friend and long-time consultant
on the History he sets out the
following facets of Clark's
character:

1  He was envious, espe
cially of British coolness.
2  He was stingy.
3  He was a poseur.
4  He was self-obsessive.

5  All of the above flowed

from his deep insecurity, which
again as time went on, exag
gerated Clark's tendencies to
be hypocritical and vacillating
and to rely on an eccentric,
inflated written and personal
style. Thus, the History came to
sound like the rantings of an
Old-Testament prophet and to
appear to the aware reader like
insubstantial thistledown or

fairy floss.
It is very easy to respond

to some of this, and

Macintyre's response is a
clearly-expressed and useful
judgement. He says that every
one with any experience of
Clark knew that there were

various mistakes in dates and

names and so on, but that no

writer escapes those. He re
minds Ryan that Clark didn't
claim to be writing The History
of Australia, only A History.

Ryan is wrong and out-of-
date to believe in the 'notion of

a formed historical truth...a

truth that the historian simply
apprehends and reproduces.'
He argues that Ryan and his
kind are most unhappy be
cause Clark's account was

popular rather than one of
theirs. Macintyre asserts that in
fact 'few historians are inter

ested in furthering their cause."
Macintyre goes too far,

however, when he separates
Clark altogether from what he
calls 'the practice of historical
scholarship.' In insisting that
where Ryan is most astray is in
believing that Clark's view
dominates the teaching of
history in Australia he is far too
-cute altogether. Macintyre does
not define the 'we' of the follow

ing set of contrasts:
(Clark) wrote a highly-

charged narrative of tragic
vision; we employ a battery of
techniques to mine particular
topics. He embodies historical
forces in heroic individuals; we

construct complexities and
deconstruct subjectivities. He
employs an idiosyncratic dic
tion; we cultivate a sober,
scholarly prose. He reached a
wide audience; we write all too

often to ourselves.

This kind of response
makes it too easy for Macintyre
to disappear inside the un
named 'we' and not have to

take responsibility for his own
personal practice. I say this
because some of what Ryan
says is worth serious contem
plation. Ryan states as princi-

'P Ryan, Manning dark, Quadrant. September 1993
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pie that a work of history or
biography should stand or fall
on its own with readers having
no more than 'passing interest'
in its author. Exactly why Clark
is an exception to this is not
clear but Ryan indulges himself
with the very interesting contra
diction of his own principle, in
at least seeming to argue that it
is Clark's envy, insecurity and
desire to build an image which
are the causes of his poor
effort. Either that or they are
not traits befitting a 'real' histo
rian and they therefore 'explain'
in some other way the lack of
excellence. If Ryan had pur
sued this more logically and
had spelt out his reasoning
here he would have written a

much more interesting essay.
And rather than decry his anec
dotal evidence of Clark's be

haviour, what Macintyre calls
'this mixture of personal deni
gration and knockabout abuse',
I would like to know about

Ryan's upbringing, roistering
adventures and his deep be
liefs in order to better assess

his commentary on Clark.
A number of writers re

sponding to Ryan have pointed
out that it's hard to escape the
conclusion that he wanted

other people to do something
that he was not able or pre
pared to do himself. It may not
immediately-seem so but this is
also an important question to
pursue - why he is driven to
accuse others, and not himself,

of unwillingness to involve
themselves in conflict. His

criticism of Australian intellectu

als has been supported in a
more general sense by Barry
Jones recently and he quotes
Edward Kynaston's 'profoundly
disturbing questions' of 1981
about smugness, acceptance
of mediocrity, and so on in
Australian academe. Ryan
could have asked what his own

timidity had in common with
that of academics and with that

of Australians in general. Per
haps he, and they, share
Clark's insecurity, and perhaps
it is this which underpins both
Clark's popularity and Ryan's
anger.

It is also just possible that
the historians who weren't

prepared to publicly review
Clark's work thought that this
was less important than other
tasks requiring their time and
that, anyway, his elevation to
iconic status had little to do

with his serious writings and
more to do with certain media

perceptions of his controversy-
value. The history of censor
ship and surveillance provides
other substantive reasons for a

population's conflict-avoidance
but there are also emotional

and psychological aspects,
some of which Ryan seems to
want to discuss.

It's revealing that the
responses to Ryan's attack
seem to him to be 'a national

media bushfire'. the vigorous
debate he apparently wanted
was, when delivered, out of
proportion to his 'few home
truths' and indicative that 'Aus

tralia remains a very provincial
place'. A province of what,
presumably the Empire?

He, and John Hirst, an
historian who has criticised

Clark's work," believe that our
British/European heritage is
vital to understanding but has
been denigrated by Clark, and
others like him. Such denigra
tion has led to a whole school

of history which unfortunately
gives priority to Aboriginal
sensitivities over the circum

stances of white settler-needs,

and appears less than im
pressed with the obvious ben
efits of British culture and

Western values. Hirst points
out quite accurately that Clark's
earliest statement of his inten

tions show him to be opposed
to the radical nationalists, such

as the 'Old Left.' But if Hirst,

Ryan and Duffy are right then
surely it is that British heritage
which explains the timidity, the
envy, the tragic stance and the
acceptance of mediocrity? Is
this not worth pursuing?

Ryan also queried the
'resentful' responses of his
critics but incautiously de
scribes himself as 'an outsider,

an irritable loner who is not

even a member of the histori

ans' guild.'® So, it would seem
that Ryan could have explored
his own envy and resentment
quite productively, but of
course, unwillingness to do so
is one of the characteristics of

conservatism.

It would seem to me that

Clark captured the attention of

" J Hirst, Australian History and European Civilisation, Quadrant. May 1993
® P Ryan, The History Men, The Weekend Australian. Sept 4-5 1993
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the media and the general
public because he spoke about
things they could understand,
such as the 1975 Whitlam

dismissal, in terms they could
understand. A sense of melan

choly, of the tragic, is quite
clear in the Australian psyche
and I feel that it is this, more
than any interpretation of his
tory which has so frustrated
and outraged believers in
societal 'progress' whether
radical or conservative. Clark's

History is undoubtedly a reflec
tion of Clark and the questions
in need of asking relate to that
symmetry between author and
text. This does not trivialise the

six volumes or their subject
matter. What it does is demand

that historians be seen as

opinionated interpreters, not
custodians of some 'truth',

which can be argued over
irrespective of its context.

Clark's 'afflatus' on Eureka

Stockade and relative ignoring
of the Lambing Flat events was
consequent upon his percep
tion of what was important and
what was not. That others

choose differently is neither
here nor there and disputation
about such difference empty,
rhetorical abuse unless one or

the other Is prepared to explain
his/her selection in terms of

personal beliefs, ie morality.
Clark was fairly open about his.
As to his particular selection, I
think I can mount a case that

Clark largely missed the point
about the impact of religion and
the Enlightenment in Australia.

But it is in his favour that he

was so transparently 'in' his
history. I would be interested in
Ryan's explanation of his use
of the word 'evil' to describe

Evatt, and very interested in
hearing Conway on his depic
tion of Clark as a JekyI and
Hyde personality. I would even
be prepared to wait a bit while
Conway produces a six-volume
history of Australia to see if he
included every possible inclu
sion.

There is an ideological
dimension to all of this. It has

been labour/left figures at
whom Ryan sneers and it has
been establishment figures at
whom Clark has sneered. Can

it be that History-writing retains
its power to aggravate the
political pot, that all sides con
tinue to believe that control of

the historical agenda is a pow
erful social weapon? Is it really
'the gooey subjective pap' and
denatured "facts" of Clark's

writing that has brought Ryan
so much guilt? He quotes
approvingly Trevor-Roper's
"Historians in general are great
toadies of power", but what can
this mean in the current con

text? Is Ryan's call for vigorous
debate an invitation for dis

sent? Trevor-Roper's essay is
a plea for historians to exercise
their imaginations on 'what-
might-have been' in history and
not to toady to the status-quo.
Surely canvassing alternatives
is what Clark was doing. Surely
that is what historians of 'the

Left' have been noted for.

I have no idea whether

"historians of the left...have led

the intellectual charge in Aus
tralia," as one perfervid de
fender of Clark claimed.® Are

'they' responsible for economic
rationalism, Keating's stance
on Asia, in-vitro fertilisation? So
many assertions using so many
undefined terms. It has seemed

to me for some time that we

still know so little about 'our'

history that the time for sweep
ing generalisations is not yet
upon us. And it is necessary to
point out that not one of the
writers involved in this current

debate has been female. Half

of the population is still to find
its acknowledged place, almost
no research has been done

into the economic contribution

of aboriginals, society outside
the capital cities remains virtu
ally invisible and yet energy is
being expended on whether
Clark got it right or not by a
bunch of good ol' boys who are
all complicit in the result what
ever their views might be.

Whether Clark did it well or

not, it seems to me that what

he set out to do was to write a

history of Australia in terms of
the struggle he was having
within himself, the struggle
between discipline and the
affirmations of life. He set out

his interest in the streaming
into Australia of the European
currents of Protestantism,
Catholicism and the Enlighten
ment or rationality and secular
problem-solving, but in practice
his approach emphasised a

® C Bantick, Clark's Place In HIstohcal Discourse, The Australian 8 Sept 19^^
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struggle between what he
called 'the straighteners' or 'the
measurers' and the affirmers'.

One set of conservatives were

opposed to his approach be
cause he regarded the pillars of
their world, the monarch, the

pursuit of status for its own
sake, a belief in British political
institutions and the Protestant

religion as the creators of
political liberty and material
progress, as being out-of-date
and inappropriate to the post-
1945 generation. But he was
equally critical of Catholics,
Marxists, socialists and the

radical nationalists who at

tempted imposition of their
version of the truth'.

He wanted to write a new

history and admitted uncer
tainty about what it might be in
total. He had little faith that

much useful would come out of

the universities for they 'instead
of being the fiercest critics of
the bankrupt liberal ideal, are
its most persistent defenders.'

It will not come from the

radicals of this generation
because they are either teth
ered to an erstwhile great but
now excessively rigid creed, or
they are frightened by the self-
appointed inquisitors of our
moral and political opinions.

History, he said in 1956, to
be great as history, must have
a point of view on the direction
of society.

It must also have some

thing to say, some great theme
to lighten our darkness - that,
for example, the era of bour
geois liberalism, of democracy,
and belief in material progress
is over, and that those who

defend such creeds are the

reactionaries of today... To be
great as literature - the aim of
all historians - it must be written

by someone who has some
thing to say about human
nature, but, above all, it must

be written by someone who
has pondered deeply over the

problems of life and death.''
Apart from his views of

these things, he was bound to
become progressively gloomier
as he grew older as he realised
that he had been far too opti
mistic in 1962 when he wrote;

Australians have liberated

themselves from the fate of

being second-rate Europeans
and have begun to contribute
to the never-ending conversa
tion of humanity on the mean
ing of life and the means of
wisdom and understanding...
The life-deniers and the

straighteners have been swept
into the dustbin of human

history. Now is the time for the
life affirmers and the enlargers
to show whether they have any
food for the great hungers of
humanity.^

I would think that even

fewer understand his message
today than 30 years ago. And
even fewer are prepared to
take it and him seriously.

' M Clark, Re-writing Australian History, In T Hungerford (ed), Australian Signposts: An Antholoov.
Cheshire 1956, p.143
' M Clark, A Short History of Australia, 3rd edn. 1987, Mentor, p.292.
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